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On School Security

Gene Goldwasser
It’s been more than a year since
the horrific events occurred at Sandy
Hook Elementary School in Newtown,
Connecticut. While that community
continues to struggle with the healing
process, gun control measures languish
in federal and state legislatures because of political pressure applied by
gun advocates. Tougher gun laws may
not have prevented Adam Lanza’s access to guns since
they were legally purchased by his mother, but trigger
locks may have impeded his ability to kill innocent children and their teachers. However, laws providing for
these measures have not been able to gain traction either.
Several states have passed legislation providing for
school staff to carry firearms, but so far most have not
resorted to allowing “pistol packing” principals, teachers
or custodians to patrol hallways and monitor school entrances. There are districts that have provided armed
guards, metal detectors and in some cases police posted
in schools to monitor anyone who enters to make sure
people visiting are not “packing.”
Principals and other school personnel continue to be
concerned about school security. The Sandy Hook nightmare heightened awareness and prompted school districts to take steps to monitor visitors and prevent illegal
entries. Even the best developed plans may not prevent
the Sandy Hook massacre from happening again. It’s apparent that Sandy Hook had a security plan in place the
day Adam Lanza imploded. He supposedly shot out the
glass panel next to the locked entrance doors to gain
entry into the school. In most instances, vigilance seems
to be the best way to prevent an unwanted visitor from
entering a school building. Outside cameras that photograph individuals as they approach give extra time to call
police or initiate a lock down. Keeping outside entrance
doors locked at all times prevents easy access. Having
school personnel outside can provide extra “eyes and
ears” as parents and children arrive and depart. This
same approach is used during recess times as aides and
teachers monitor playground areas when children play

outside after having lunch.
I recall being “processed” into a school on Long Island to visit a student teacher. I was ushered into a vestibule where a clerk checked my ID against a New York
State data base and then buzzed me into the main corridor. There several teachers asked if they could help me
as I walked through the building even though I wore a
visitor’s pass with a destination printed on it. For a
school to maintain a secure environment, all staff members need to be alert and willing to confront visitors to
ascertain their intentions.
I don’t believe that arming school staff will act as a
deterrent to a deranged killer intent on doing harm. I
can’t imagine the “collateral damage” of a school shootout between a principal and an armed intruder in the
hallways or the cafeteria. We like to think we could easily spring into action whipping out our school-issued and
approved firearm and saving the day. However, if we’re
not used to firing a gun with the intent to shoot, it may
add to the mayhem, not solve it. The Sandy Hook principal, Dawn Hochsprung, and psychologist, Mary Sherlach,
courageously confronted Adam Lanza to no avail. The
custodian bravely shouted at him to put down his gun,
and was shot for his efforts. Unlike the principal and psychologist, he survived. If they had guns, would they have
been able to use them against someone armed with a
Bushmaster? We’ll never know the answer to that question.
I believe the way to address the intruder problem is
to prepare for it prophylactically by developing a security
plan with input from staff members, testing it often to
see how effective it is, reviewing it periodically to make
sure it meets the needs of the school community, and
remaining vigilant at all times. This may not eliminate
what happened at Sandy Hook, but it may help to minimize the possibility that it will happen again somewhere
else.
Gene Goldwasser served as principal of several NYS elementary
schools. Since retiring, he has been an adjunct professor at
Hofstra, a coach with the Institute for Student Achievement
and president of NYSRSAS.
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MEMBERSHIP BENEFITS

NYSRSAS
EXECUTIVE BOARD

Always identify yourself as a NYSRSAS Member
whenever using the following benefits.

Eugene Goldwasser, President
Joseph Quinn, 1st Vice President
Elliott Kigner, 2nd Vice President
Jack Zamek, Treasurer, Benefits
Pat Galaskas, Recording Secretary

Sterling Optical.
Sure Sight eye care plan at
800-Eyes-789 (800-393-7789)

COMMITTEE CHAIRS

MVCP pre-negotiated new and used autos,
at 800-345-0990.
Decide on the make and model as well as features you
want and then call MVCP . They’ll contact a dealer and negotiate the lowest possible price for you.

Martin Mandelker, Education
Stewart Mortman, Legislation
Jeff Hollander, Membership
Corine Lipset-Huberman, Newsletter
David Long & Stan Opas, Publicity
Ken Forman, Website Liaison

auto-price-finder.com & truecar.com
Get a free price quote on the make and
model of the vehicle you want.

MEMBERS AT LARGE

Car Rentals.
 Avis Worldwide at 800-352-7900,
Rate code AWD S 061700.
(if trouble with discount code, call 800-831-8000)
 Alamo at 800-354-2322,.
Discount rate code 706768.

Vincent Deland
George Pincus
Lynn Pombonyo
Francesca Ciolino-Volano
John Wallace

Southwest Airlines

We welcome your comments on articles or current issues.
To start a discussion, contact us at

at 800-435-9792
(20-50% discounts
for travelers over age 65)

info@nysrsas.org
Check Our Web Page!
http://nysrsas.org

Eastern Dental Plan [EDP]
This is a discounted dental program.
Phone 631-272-5230
Identify yourself as a NYSRSAS member for
best discount rates. Select from hundreds of
dentists on Long Island.
Also: vision plan, pet discount drugs, hearing
plan.
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United Health Programs of America
Identify yourself as a NYSRSAS member for dental and chiropractic rates.
Hugh Marasa, one of our members, is one of their agents.
Ask for him.
Phone UHP @ 800-238-3884
Family Assist Net provides 10-15% discounts
for nursing home care or assisted living care.
Phone 518-482-3509.
For additional hints for discounts in other areas,
visit our website:

http://nysrsas.org/benefits
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CLIMATE CHANGE
Stu Mortman
In our professional lives we were teachers and administrators. We may have given up many of the responsibilities
that came with those titles, but not all. We are parents and
grandparents and therefore the constant educator. It may
be time we go back to school for a moment and then share
our newfound knowledge with those around us. For what
we do now will have very significant consequences, not just
for our families, but for mankind as a whole.
The last thing most of us want, after all these years, is
another lesson in mathematics or science. But for many of
us it may be necessary. I know, for me, the understanding
of the basics of climate change was not just enlightening,
but shocking. What do we want to leave to our children? It
may be some sage wisdom, a little nest egg, but most of all
a world where they can thrive and nurture their next generation.
With the help and input from the American Association
for the Advancement of Science, the American Chemical
Society, the American Geophysical Union, the American
Medical Association, the American Meteorological Society,
the American Physical Society, the Geological Society of
America and mostly the National Academy of Sciences, I
present you with the scary truth.
Today every major scientific group from the AMA to the
American Chemical Society and the Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change (that consists of 195 countries and
over 1,000 scientists) says global warming is taking place
and that it is 95% certain that it is caused by man.
Rigorous analysis of all data and lines of evidence
shows that most of the observed global warming over the
past 50 years or so cannot be explained by natural causes,
and instead requires the acknowledgment of a significant
role of human activities.
The sun serves as the primary energy source for earth’s
climate. Some of the incoming sunlight is reflected directly
back into space, especially by bright surfaces such as ice
and clouds; the rest is absorbed by the surface and the atmosphere. Much of this absorbed solar energy is re-emitted
as heat (long-wave or infrared radiation). The atmosphere
in turn absorbs and re-radiates heat, some of which escapes to space. Any disturbance to this balance of incoming
and outgoing energy will affect the climate. For example,
small changes in the output of energy from the sun will
affect this balance directly.
If all heat energy emitted from the surface passed
through the atmosphere directly into space, earth’s average
surface temperature would be tens of degrees colder than
today. Greenhouse gases in the atmosphere, including water vapor, carbon dioxide, methane, and nitrous oxide, act
to make the surface much warmer than this, because they
absorb and emit heat energy in all directions (including
downwards), keeping earth’s surface and lower atmo3

sphere warm. Without this greenhouse effect, life as we
know it could not have evolved on our planet.
Adding more greenhouse gases to the atmosphere
makes it even more effective at preventing heat from escaping into space. When the energy leaving is less than the
energy entering, earth warms until a new balance is established.
Greenhouse gases emitted by human activities alter
earth’s energy balance and thus its climate. Humans also
affect climate by changing the nature of the land surfaces
(for example, by clearing forests for farming) and through
the emission of pollutants that affect the amount and type
of particles in the atmosphere. Scientists have determined
that, when all human and natural factors are considered,
earth’s climate balance has been altered towards warming,
with the biggest contributor being increases in CO2.
Human activities have added greenhouse gases to the
atmosphere. The atmospheric concentrations of carbon
dioxide, methane, and nitrous oxide have increased significantly since the Industrial Revolution began. Carbon dioxide has both natural and human sources, but CO2 levels are
increasing primarily because of the combustion of fossil
fuels, cement production, deforestation (which reduces the
CO2 taken up by trees), and other land use changes. Increases in CO2 are the single largest contributor to global
warming.
Simple explanation - Greenhouse gases like CO2 allow
most sunlight like UV and visible light to pass through it
down to the earth where they strike molecular solids and
liquids. Their vibration (vibration of molecules is heat) will
give off some of this energy as infrared. Some of this escapes into space, passing easily thru 99% of the gases (N2
and O2) of our atmosphere. Other photons of infrared
strike a greenhouse gas like CO2 causing their bonds to vibrate (heat). CO2 molecules can transfer some of this heat
energy to N2 or O2 molecules by collisions, heating the atmosphere, or give off infrared in all directions including
back down to the earth. If it were not for the greenhouse
effect the earth would be hot during the day and very cold
at night like the moon. Of course the more greenhouse
gases the hotter the planet. This has been known for 150
years or more. The mass of CO2 released can be easily calculated: C + O2 = CO2. C’s atomic mass is 12. O’s atomic
mass is 16. Hence, the mass of CO2 is 44. For example: 12
tons of coal (mostly carbon and dangerous pollutants) produce 44 tons of CO2. It is simple math but resulting in scary
numbers. This effect of CO2 is easily duplicated in a lab.
The evidence for rapid climate change is compelling:
 Sea level rise - Global sea level rose about 6.7 inches in
the last century. The rate in the last decade, however, is
nearly double that of the last century.
(continued on page 7)
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FROM THE DESK OF: The Reflective Retiree
BECOME

A

WHISTLEBLOWER!
Corine Lipset-Huberman

Isn’t it wonderful to have time to
think? To ponder about the wonders
of humanity and the horrors of inhumanity? To listen critically to world
and national news and catch the innuendoes of what famous people say? I
never had time to do that before I retired. I was too busy trying to juggle
work, my family’s needs and my own
personal needs to actively participate,
even through virtual means, in national and world affairs. I
was more worried about an office crisis, dinner on the table, juggling appointments and so on and on and on.
Now that I have the time to ruminate, I find that the
world is not in such a good state of affairs. I start to feel
guilty about my many adult years in which I left the cares of
the world to others. Would the world be a better place if I
had not? Of course not, but would it be a better place if I
and the millions like me had said, “I have a responsibility to
the world, to my progeny. I cannot leave it to others. I
must do my share.” Perhaps if I and my millions of “likeme” peers had taken the time to actively support political
candidates who truly worked for the good of the country,
had taken the time to assist and encourage others to vote
for those candidates, had brought up our children, now the
adult majority, with an unfailing sense of political responsibility — perhaps the world would be a better place.
“But is it too late?” I wonder. Am I now too old to
make my voice heard and to encourage the voices of others

POINTS








TO

like me to stand up and be counted, to become an aging,
raging, saging whistleblower? Can we of the “too-busy-todo” generation hope to enlist the aid of the “me” generation and tell them it’s critical that they tune in to the grave
problems facing the world today, that in the grand scheme
of things it really doesn’t matter who won the Oscar for
best actor or actress, whether the St. Louis Cardinals or the
Boston Red Socks won the World Series, or who gets featured in Dancing with the Stars. Not that these items of
interest to many should not be of interest to any, but we
must get our priorities straight. We must give our attention
and our efforts to true matters of importance so that we
may leave this earth to our children and grandchildren in
better shape than it is today. Let your representatives
know how you feel about specific issues facing our world
today. So get out your whistles, my gray-haired friends,
and take an active role in shaping the world of tomorrow.
If you can’t march, than walk. If you can’t walk, then write.
If you can’t write, then phone. Now is the time we have
the time—the time to make a difference!
Dr. Corine Lipset-Huberman has had extensive experience at
all levels of education and spent the last 19 years prior to retirement as principal of the Village Elementary School in Syosset, NY.

Election of Officers
At this year’s annual luncheon
on June 18 we will be electing
NYSRSAS officers to serve for a
three-year term (2014-2017). The
nominating committee will present
the following slate:
Eugene Goldwasser, President
Joseph Quinn, 1st Vice President
Elliott Kigner, 2nd Vice President
Jack Zamek, Treasurer
Pat Galaskas, Recording Secretary
Additional nominations may be made from the floor.

PONDER

The American Legislative Exchange Council (ALEC)
and its sister organization, the State Policy Network,
are "pay-to-play" lobbying groups that bring corporations and state legislators together to craft "model"
legislation. Their creations put corporate profits before the public interest.
Medicare means-testing would harm the middle
class. Medicare is already means-tested. The more
wealthy Medicare beneficiaries already pay more for
their premiums.
The average senior's Social Security benefits are
equivalent to a minimum wage income of $15,000 a
year. These benefits have been cut by rising out-ofpocket health care costs.
Paul Ryan's Republican 2015 budget proposal would
slash programs that benefit seniors. There is a push
to privatize Medicare with a voucher system. Vouchers would likely not pay the full cost of coverage. This
budget would repeal the Affordable Care Act and
includes cuts to Medicaid and food stamps.

The success of any organization depends, to a large extent, on the active participation and support of its members. Most committee chairs will be continuing as indicated on the masthead (see page 2). However, we will be
seeking volunteers to serve as Chairs of the Membership
and Benefits Committees. In addition, our newsletter welcomes contributions from the general membership. Contact Corine Lipset-Huberman at corihuber@yahoo.com.
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BRAVE NEW WORLD
Ken Forman
power with their teachers; this implies that teachers be
treated with a high degree of respect for their intelligence
and competency. With principal support, and involving this
high level of trust, teacher leaders can effectively address
problems and develop solutions that positively affect the
climate of their schools which, by the way, has a direct correlation with student achievement.
Teacher leadership may not be something that
teachers have signed up for when they started taking classes in education; however, it is becoming an unavoidable
component of the job today. Teachers have influence
throughout the schoolhouse, including planning, instruction, faculty meetings, school agendas, and helping parents
to ensure their children’s success.
The Center for Teacher Quality has developed the
term: teacherpreneur--practicing teachers who have half
time release from teaching duties to solve problems both
inside and outside their schools. Maybe this is pie in the
sky thinking or maybe it’s the seed idea for restructuring
education for the 21st century…It’s a Brave New World.
How can we develop a cadre of teacher leaders?
What programs are available to facilitate teacher growth to
become a teacher leader? Is there a state certification?
These are questions worthy of consideration, most certainly, as university professors, school administrators and educational leaders. The answers have yet to be developed.
We know that successful schools should include a
community of learners and at the same time a community
of leaders. That’s not a principal and a bunch of followers;
it’s an equal partnership between principal and teachers to
benefit teaching and learning and, of course, the students.

I hope you are aware of the adage
“innovate or die.” I believe education
is at that cross point in the road. We
need to take the 20th century model
of school leadership and discard it.
Schools cannot function effectively
with principals alone; schools need to
develop a new cadre of teacher leaders to facilitate the school’s success.
Why am I looking toward reshaping
the role of school leader? I’ve been an assistant principal,
principal, and assistant superintendent in a variety of
school settings over the past 39 years and I’ve come to the
realization that without teacher leaders, schools will never
be great! With a cadre of trained teacher leaders, schools
can more easily move from “good to great.”
What is teacher leadership? Roland Barth, the noted Harvard professor and founder of the Harvard Principals’
Center, remarked that schools have far too long been coopted by a business model…which by its inherent structure,
does not facilitate teacher leadership. Teacher leadership
implies:
 A need to share the load. Principals now realize that
they cannot run something as complex as a school
without assistance. By creating teacher leaders, Barth
suggests that teachers will be more invested in what
they are doing. It should be regular practice that teachers participate in leadership roles in their schools via
committees, professional development and curriculum
development (implementing those nasty common core
learning standards) as part of their professional responsibilities.
 A need to create and manage curriculum. Principals
are burdened with the implementation and assessment
of common core learning standards. We know that implementation of these learning standards is dependent
upon the teaching staff. In past curricula rollouts,
teachers were told what to do; now teachers have an
opportunity to come to the table and develop curricula
aligned with these new standards. (This is not happening with consistency across the state with some schools
taking the path of least resistance and using vendor
developed curriculum units.)
How might a teacher leader function in a school?
Research tells us that teacher-led decision making probably
more effectively addresses school-based problems rather
than top down decision making. When teachers collaborate to make decisions about issues involving teaching and
learning, they have greater insight and can develop better
solutions than we administrators who might be tangentially
involved. Principals must be able to share positional

Dr. Ken Forman served the NYC public schools in various
building and district-level administrative positions as well as
working as an elementary school principal in Lawrence,
NY. He currently serves as Program Coordinator for the Educational Leadership program at StonyBrook University and as
an educational consultant.

Save the Date
Annual Luncheon Meeting
& Election of NYSRSAS Officers
Once again this year, we will meet
at the Holiday Inn, Plainview

Wednesday, June 18, 2014
at 12:00 noon .
Watch the mail for details & reservation form.
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THE ACHIEVEMENT GAP SALAD BAR
Martin Mandelker
“below basic” in math declined from 51% to 35%. Similar gains
were made by African-American students. Gains in reading
have not been as dramatic but according to NAEP data, there
has been a slow but steady significant improvement. In the
decade 1990-2000, there has been a noticeable decrease in
the number of African-American and Hispanic students who
scored “below basic” -- the lowest possible rating on the NAEP
tests. Ravitch notes that in 1992 the proportion of fourth
grade black students scoring “below basic” was 68%. This declined to 51% in 2011. In eighth grade, the percent of black
students reading “below basic” was 55%, declining to 41% by
2011.
Certainly, the “achievement gap” continues to exist. In
order to “level the playing field,” elected officials and educators introduced various “remedies” such as No Child Left Behind, Race to the Top and the new Common Core curriculum.
History has taught us that by addressing the “opportunity
gaps” that occur in early childhood education, in appropriate
medical and nutritional issues and in the concomitant economic gap, we can continue to reduce the “achievement gap.”
With so many factors influencing/causing the “achievement
gap,” it is inappropriate to assign to schools the singular burden of trying to solve such a large scale problem.

It is difficult to recall a major national, state or local
election where education is not addressed. A phrase we often
hear is “achievement gap.” This term is used to note the disparity in academic achievement between students of various
ethnicities as reflected in school grades, standardized tests,
dropout rates and college completion rates. Measurements
are often related to gender, language proficiency, race and
learning disabilities.
Although the term “achievement gap” is most frequently used, disparities in achievement between various

groups could be more accurately referred to as
“opportunity gaps” or “income gaps.” The notion of an
“opportunity gap” was recently addressed in the February
2014 issue of Time Magazine in an article entitled “The Superiority Gap” by Suketu Mehta. Mehta extols the importance of
“human capital” as it impacts on academic achievement. That
is … skills and education passed from family to family and individual to individual. Cultural values identified as “human capital,” he insists, answers the question of why certain groups
seem to do better at times than others.
It appears, as Diane Ravitch notes in her book, Reign of
Error (Knopf, 2013), that family income is nearly as strong as
parental education in predicting academic achievement. Assuming Ravitch is correct leads one to believe that the school’s
role in addressing the “achievement gap” has been significantly impacted by historical, economic and social issues.
During the last decade, policymakers have attempted to
address the “achievement gap” by using punitive measures
against those teaching the “least advantaged” -- the premise
being that negative consequences for teachers and schools
would somehow be the key element that would drive teachers
and schools to alleviate the gap. You may recall President
George W. Bush’s use of the phrase “soft bigotry of low expectations” as a rational for instituting significant testing requirements for teacher and school evaluations. We frequently now
read how counterproductive “over-testing” has become. In
fact, there has been a huge outcry against high-stakes testing
by parents, teachers and administrators. This is evidenced by
the increasing number of parents opting out of having their
children take required standardized tests, by the angry protestations and demonstrations at various forums on testing and
by the fact that federal and state department heads are rethinking their testing programs.
Ravitch points out that, although there are significant
income and opportunity disparities between advantaged and
disadvantaged families, schools are making a positive impact on reducing the “achievement gap.” For example, in
the 1970’s and 1980’s both black and white students’ test
scores improved. What was most impressive was that AfricanAmerican and Hispanic students showed stronger academic
gains than white students. However, since scores of both
black and white students improved, the “achievement gap,”
while narrowed, still remained.
During the same decades -- the 70’s and 80’s -- among
eighth grade Hispanic students, the proportion of students

A strong educational program can be compared
metaphorically to a trip along a salad bar -- our goal being
to create a delicious salad by accumulating a combination of
ingredients on our plate that combine to yield a tasteful meal.
At the end of the salad bar, the ingredients are topped off by a
delicious salad dressing that brings the salad “all together.”
Should one of the ingredients in the salad be spoiled, there
certainly is a “taste gap” between the expectation of the completed salad and what actually is ready for consumption.
Similarly, a strong educational program is composed of
many important parts. Experience and research have taught
us that schools can be most effective when we combine the
following ingredients:
 an early childhood education that focuses on the needs of
all children, with a rich curriculum that encourages problem-solving, decision-making, critical thinking and
knowledge of content area.
 significant parental and community input.
 class size limits to give teachers sufficient time to meet
individual student needs.
 a well-organized school and a stable faculty provided with
sufficient professional development opportunities.
 administrators who encourage high student expectations
and a willingness to work with all interested parties to
implement a viable school mission.
The “achievement gap” is in decline. No one is yet satisfied. But like the mixed salad, we must be careful not to put
any “spoiled” ingredients on our plate.
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Martin Mandelker served as principal of the Berry Hill Elementary School in Syosset and as an adjunct professor of education
at SUNY/Old Westbury, teaching a variety of education courses.
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CLIMATE CHANGE (cont’d from page 2)

In Memoriam:
Dr.Howard Pierson



Global temperature rise - Global surface temperature
reconstructions show that earth has warmed since
1880. All 10 of the warmest years occurring in the past
12 years.
 Warming oceans - The oceans have absorbed much of
this increased heat, with the top 2,300 feet of ocean
showing warming of 0.302 degrees Fahrenheit since
1969.
 The Greenland and Antarctic ice sheets have decreased
in mass - Data from NASA's Gravity Recovery and Climate Experiment show Greenland lost 36 to 60 cubic
miles of ice per year between 2002 and 2006, while
Antarctica lost about 36 cubic miles of ice between
2002 and 2005.
 Declining Arctic sea ice - Both the extent and thickness
of Arctic sea ice has declined rapidly over the last several decades.
 Glacial retreat - Glaciers are retreating almost everywhere around the world — including in the Alps, Himalayas, Andes, Rockies, Alaska and Africa.
 Extreme events - The number of record
high temperature events in the United
States has been increasing, while the number of record low temperature events has
been decreasing since 1950. The U.S. has
also witnessed increasing numbers of intense rainfall events.
 Ocean acidification - Since the beginning of the Industrial Revolution, the acidity of surface ocean waters has
increased by about 30 percent. This increase is the result of humans emitting more carbon dioxide into the
atmosphere and hence more being absorbed into the
oceans. The amount of carbon dioxide absorbed by the
upper layer of the oceans is increasing by about 2 billion tons per year.
So what are we to do with our newfound knowledge?
How do we help make our planet a place in which our children will thrive? First and foremost we are educators. We
must do what we do best. What we have done for most of
our adult lives. What is that, you may ask. The answer is to
share knowledge and to advocate for our children. The task
is too great for any one of us to fix alone, but together we
can begin to change the tide.
We can make better decisions in our day to day lives.
What will the next car we choose be like? How will it be
powered? How do we heat our homes? How do we generate the electricity we consume? The answers are all around
us. Look at the sun. Feel the wind and tide. The earth has
sustained us through many generations. It has also given us
the solutions to the problems we have created. Together
mankind can stop the damage to our planet and create a
better future for our children.

Howard Pierson, former editor and contributor to our
newsletter, passed away on February 6, 2014 in Framingham MA, where he and his wife, Lamie,
had moved to be near their son Robert and
his family. Howard was 91 years old.
Howard was a life long lover of writing
and of teaching English. After completing
his studies at Brooklyn College and the
NYU School of Education, Howard decided
to become a teacher of English. He began
his teaching career in the Brooklyn Public Schools teaching six classes of 40 or more underprivileged children. By
the 1960's he earned promotions with Plainedge Public
Schools, Massapequa, to a high school English chair, then
assistant high school principal and finally junior high principal with Syosset Public Schools. During this time, Howard obtained his Ph.D. in English from N.Y.U.and went on
to write Teaching Writing, published by Prentice Hall in
1972, geared toward college level English teachers.
Subsequent to his retirement in the mid 1980's, Howard taught English at Long Island Community Colleges and
also published Why I Wasn't There: A Soldier's Memoir of
World War II. Once settled in Massachusetts, Howard
maintained a very active lifestyle through the age of 90.
He continued to have his 'Letters to the Editor' to The
New York Times published, on Medicare and of course,
education.
He wrote The Life of Lamie: The ‘Autobiography’ of a Kind and Brave Woman. His beloved
Lamie predeceased Howard in 2008. Writing her biography in the first person, an unusual convention, allowed
him to stay closer to her, as he reminisced about her life
and their life together. He was happy to contribute to the
NYSRSAS newsletters and continued writing articles almost to the end of his life.
We honor Howard’s life work and thank him for his
many contributions to NYSRSAS.

PORT CITY PONDERINGS

(cont’d from p. 8)

rather extensive interview with Merrow. I will close with his
response to the question of what he would do if he were
the U.S. Education Secretary: “If I were in Arne Duncan’s
shoes, the one thing I’d do is get the federal government
out of the teacher accountability business. It’s not really the
federal government’s job to hold teachers accountable, and
that’s a big part of Race to the Top. If you can’t trust the
local and state governments to hold teachers accountable,
then the game is over.”
A former editor of the NYSRSAS Newsletter, Joe Marchese received his Ph.D degree from St. John's University. He retired as
Assistant Principal of Half Hollow Hills High S chool East.
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PORT CITY PONDERINGS

Joe Marchese

terms “test insanity” is the result of our no longer trusting
teachers. He maintains, “If the system itself doesn’t trust
teachers, it becomes all about verifying.” When the system
depends heavily on test scores, we use the scores to determine whether a teacher did a good job. There are ways, he
argues, of doing teaching right. However, they require either more resources or a shifting of resources. He cites the
example of an art teacher with seven classes a day in kindergarten through sixth grade and asks, “ . .. is that really
teaching? Or is that crowd control?” He then mentions the
situation he observed in Japan where teachers had the time
to visit colleagues’ classes, watch them teach, and discuss
afterwards the methods employed.
I was particularly interested in Merrow’s feelings about
teachers as a factor in evaluating schools, especially because he started his professional life as a teacher. He expresses sympathy for the problems teachers are facing in
the evaluation process. He does recognize that “there are
some men and women who shouldn’t be teaching,” but
mentions other factors beyond test scores that must be
considered. When asked about the current hostility toward
teachers’ unions in many places, he decries the documentary film Waiting for Superman as flawed and dishonest and
maintains that blaming unions for current problems in education is a “canard.” He points out, for example, that Massachusetts, with very strong teachers’ unions, has some of
the best public schools in the country, whereas states with
no or weak unions have worse schools. On the other hand,
he does admonish the unions saying, “Yes, to some extent
they have been part of the problem because they have not
said, ‘if our kids are not learning, we’re not doing a good
enough job.’ They have paid far too much attention to the
protection, care, and feeding of the adults.”
Unfortunately, space constraints prevent me from
touching upon some of the other topics presented in the
(continued on page 7)

Every now and then I encounter an
article on public education in a periodical
where I would least expect to find it. This
is the case with “Putting Schools to the
Test” in the February 2014 issue of
U.S.Catholic magazine. (Full disclosure: I
am an alumnus of three separate Catholic
educational institutions.) The magazine’s
main emphasis is largely on matters of
religion, faith, philosophy, and morals, and each month the
editors interview someone from those fields — clergy of
various faiths, university professors, etc. However, for the
February issue they interviewed John Merrow who has 40
years experience as an education reporter, first with National Public Radio and now as education correspondent for
the PBS News Hour. He holds an earned doctorate in education and social policy from the Harvard School of Education.
When asked to describe the state of education in the
United States today, Merrow notes that zip code is more
the defining factor than anything else. Tracing the education reform movement from “A Nation at Risk” in 1983 to
the present, he states, “We took a well-meaning but misguided wrong turn back around 2000 with No Child Left
Behind.” The law, he feels, effectively reduced children to
their test scores. When both Democrats and Republicans
determined that the goal was to have all students above
average by 2014, school districts with limited resources
decided they did not have to be concerned with students
who were already doing well. Unfortunately, while well-todo parents could give their children music lessons and museum trips, poor children relied on school for their enrichment. He refers to a study by William Sanders in Tennessee
which indicated that “talented but poor kids regressed toward the mean without the stimulation of their gifted programs.”
Merrow claims that the current emphasis on what he
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